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To whom it may concern:

The bank office of Alems Sparbank has had problems from bad odors and poor air quality

despite having good working ventilation with required cooling and heating systems

incorporated.l[e bank has iwo separate ventilation systerns which feeds different areas of the

bank's offices and customer's area.

The main problem was caused by smoke and particles from close by neighbours, being sucked

in to our fresh air intake and then being spread in to our facilities by our ventilation systems.

This result of this was: poor indoor quality and a'heavy''working environment. The smoke

odors felt really uncomfortable after a couple of hours at work.

To get rid of the odors and to enhance the indoor air quality within the bank we installed one

Aircode unit model: ID AC 435 in each ventilation systern. The installation and the fine
tuning of the two Aircode units did not take more than two hours. The difference this
installation made did not take long to feel and the improved indoor air quality was
overwhelming just after a couple of hours. We are extremely happy with the end result and
looking forward to endorse these products and companies.

The next objective for this installation is to reduce our energy costs for this facility. Since we
can now reduce the required outside intake and still maintain high air quality, we will reduce
our operating costs while improving our ernployee's work environment

We have been very pleased with the efficiency and professionalism of our vendors for this
project - Matseco AB and Gila Control AB. There has been no interference with our day to
day operations.

Ola Eriksson
Banking Manager
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